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Wnt Signaling Establishes the Naked Cuticle 
Segments of the Embryo
Diagram of Wnt signaling pathway
adapted from Gilbert, 2014, Developmental Biology, 
10th ed., Sinauer Press, p. 91
image from Figure 3B, Bejsovec 2018, Genetics 308, 1311 
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BMP Signaling Establishes the Dorsal-Most Fates 
of the Embryo
Diagram of BMP signaling pathway
adapted from Figure 2 of Raftery & Sutherland, 1999, Dev. Biol. 210, 251 
Giannantonio, 2021
dpp Null Exoskeleton, Dorsal-Ventral, 
orientation unknown 








A New Model Proposes a BMP Component Acts in 
the Wnt Signaling Pathway
Diagram of  modified Wnt signaling pathway
adapted from Figure 5 of Eivers et al., 2011, Sci. Sig. 4(194)ra68
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Wnt Re ponse Element 
Hypothesis to be Tested
Testing the prediction that eliminating Mad will 
produce a combined Wg loss-of-function and BMP 
loss-of-function phenotype
dpp Null Phenotype 
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mad Null Phenotype, 
ventral view 
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Eivers’ Critical Experimental Results
Wg LOF phenotype
Depletion of Mad phenotype








Wild Type Exoskeleton, Ventral View
Mad RNA interference allele versus MadKO allele
Figure Adapted from Dr. Sheila Mossallaei
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The Mad Gene Makes an mRNA Intermediate, 
Which is Used as a Template for Mad Protein
Mad gene
intermediate: messenger RNA
Madfunctional protein made for signaling pathway




MadNo functional protein made for signaling pathway
Concept for Gene Knockout by Genomic Deletion 
using the MadKO Allele
Mad gene
No mRNA formed
MadNo functional protein made for signaling pathway
Eliminate Mad gene 
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Reference Strains for Comparison to Experimental 
Embryos
• Wg[I-12]/CyO – to make wg null embryos
• dpp[H46]/CyO – to make dpp null embryos
• Oregon-R-ModENCODE – to make wild type embryos
• 1-3 Scoring Scale for Comparison
• 1 = wild-type
• 3 = most like phenotype of reference embryo
Predicted Results from Experiments for Eivers’ 
Hypothesis Established Pathway Models
Prediction Outcome
If Eivers’ hypothesis is correct, then… 
If Eivers’ hypothesis is incorrect, then…





dpp = 3 (strong) wg = 1 (WT)
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